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SERVING OSTOMATES IN SOUTH JERSEY SINCE 1977

WELCOME!
The Ostomy Association of Southern
New Jersey (OASNJ) is dedicated to
providing information, advocacy
and
peer support to our members, their family
and caregivers, and to the area’s intestinal
and urinary diversion community at large.
We meet regularly to share experiences,
provide mutual support and learn about
the latest products and information for
colostomy, ileostomy, urostomy and continent diversions.
Meetings are held at the
VirtuaMemorial Hospital Burlington
County, located at 175 Madison Avenue,
Mt. Holly, NJ 08060 in the 1st floor Conference Center. We meet on the 3rd
Monday of each month with the exception of July and August. The June
meeting is traditionally held in an area
restaurant. Meetings begin at 7:00 pm
and adjourn by 9:00 pm. Families
and friends of ostomy patients are always
welcome to attend. There is no fee to attend and refreshments are served.
For more information about the
OASNJ, contact us at our NEW website... www.ostomygroupsnj.org
AFFILIATION:
OASNJ is an affiliate of UOAA, the
United Ostomy Associations of
America. It has IRS 501(c)(3) Charity
Status and 360 affiliates nationwide.
Contact UOAA at 800-826-0826 or
www.ostomy.org For more info sign
on to Twitter.com/UOAA or
Facebook.com/UOAAinc.

November 2017

_________ SCHEDULE______________
NOVEMBER 20, 2017 Collin Jarvis, STEATH
BELT representative will discuss, via video conferencing,
the many features STEALTH BELTS offers for s secure,
well supported life style.
DECEMBER 18,

2017 Annual HOLIDAY meeting.
JANUARY 15, 2018 Program to be announced
OASNJ Satellite Support Groups
.
Where: Virtua Health and Wellness Center,
401 Young Avenue, Moorestown, NJ
When: The 1st Wednesday of the month, from Noon to
2:00 PM .. The next meeting is November 1 Contact Lois Moskowitz, 609-707-4368 for information.
Where: Virtua Health and Wellness Center,
200 Bowman Drive, Voorhees
When: The 4th Monday of the month, from Noon to
2:00 PM .. The next meeting is October 23.
Contact: Lois Moskowitz, 609-707-4368 for information
Attention Gloucester County Ostomates and anyone else that is interested! The Woodbury Ostomy Support Group meets the 3rd Wednesday of each month at
the Inspira Medical Center Woodbury, Medical Arts
Building, Suite #14 Contact Kathy Pfleger at
pflegerk@ihn.org for info for 11/15/17 meeting
Attention Cumberland County Ostomates and anyone else that is interested! The Cumberland County
Ostomy Support Group meets the 1st Wednesday at
the Inspira Medical Center Vineland. Contact: Jeanne
Spencer 856-327-6505 for info for 11/1/17 meeting.
VISITING PROGRAM: If you, or someone you know is
in need of a trained ostomy patient visitor, call Sandy
Ritter at 856-983-1433 to arrange for an in-person or
telephone visit.
Production and distribution of this
INSIGHTS newsletter is made possible thanks to
the generosity of the:

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.

EXECUTIVE TEAM OF THE OSTOMY ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN NEWJERSEY
Ken Aukett .. Chair, Newsletter Editor, Treasurer
609-315-8115 ... kenaukett@gmail.com

George Bishop ... Board Member
609-871-6920 ... bishop.george12@comcast.net

Cos Contento ... Board Member
856-235-1899 ... chcontento@aol.com

Vikki Brisko ... Board Member
vikki_bee@comcast.net

Sandy Ritter ... Visiting Program Coordinator
856-983-1433 ... sanritter@comcast.net

Medical Advisors

Kathleen Schuler ... Board Member
856-577-2664 ... kaschul119@gmail.com

Avi S. Galler, MD. Colon & Rectal Surgeon
856-247-7210 … agaller@virtua.org

Lois Moskowitz ... Patient Advocate, Chair Wed Grp Jane N. Johnson, CWOCN, MSN, APRN, ANP-C
856-273-1493 ... strongcoffee1@verizon.net
856-247-7260 jjohnson7@virtua.org
DISCLAIMER : No suggestions made, or any products named in any article or advertisement in this newsletter, at our meetings or recommended by a member of our organization is to be considered as an endorsement by the Ostomy Association of Southern New Jersey or the United Ostomy Associations of America, Inc..
Always consult your doctor and/or WOCNurse before using any products of ostomy management procedures
published in this newsletter.

OSTOMY PRODUCT DISTRIBUTORS
American Ostomy Supply .... (800) 858-5858
Bruce Medical Supply ....... .. (800) 225-8446
Byram Healthcare .................(877) 90-BYRAM
Edgepark Surgical .................(800) 321-0591
Express Medical Supply ........(800) 633-2139
Liberty Medical Supply ..........(866) 486-2379
Medical Care Products ..........(800) 741-0110
Ostomy Care Supply ..............(866) 207-5909
Parthenon ..............................(800) 453-8898
SGV .......................................(800) 395-6099
Shield Healthcare ..................(800)-675-8847
Sterling Medical Services ......(877)-856-1286
TOTAL eMEDICAL ............... (800)-809-9806

OSTOMY PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS
Coloplast .......................... (888) 726-7872
ConvaTec .......................... (800) 422-8811
Cymed ............................... (800) 582-0707
Dansac .............................. (800) 538-0890
Securi-T USA........................ (877) 726-4400
Hollister Incorporated ......
(888) 740-8999
Marlen Manufacturing ....
(216) 292-7060
New Hope Laboratories ... (800) 899-5017
Ostaway x-Bag ................. (800) 774-6097
Ostomy Secrets ................ (800) 518-8515
Schena Ostomy Technologies 239-263-9957
Torbot .............................. (800) 545-4254
Trio Ostomy Care USA
(844)-331-8746

WOUND, OSTOMY and CONTINENCE NURSES SOCIETY ... www.wocn.org
Area WOCNurses:
Kathy Judge
(856) 247-7260
Arlene Peahota
(856) 764-6634
Diane Wagner
(215) 707-3092
Kathy Pfleger (856) 845-0100 x 3725__________ Gillian Reeve_______ (856) 809-4311
Nancy Fonte, WOCN ... (609)-484-7300 ext 185 ... Nancy.Fonte@atlanticare.org
Ostomy Support Group meets 2nd Wed of each month at 4:00 PM at the Atlanticare Center,
2500 English Creek Avenue in EHT, in the Fitness Building, Egg Harbor Township, NJ

WHEN TO CALL A DOCTOR OR WOC NURSE
1. If cramps last more than two or three hours.
2. If you get a deep cut in your stoma or bleeding at the juncture of the skin and stoma.
3. If you have excessive bleeding from the stoma opening or a moderate amount in the
pouch after several emptying.
4. If you have a strong odor lasting more than a week.
5. If you have severe skin irritation or deep ulcers.
6. If you have severe watery discharge lasting more than five or six hours.
7. If you have an unusual change in the size or appearance of your stoma.
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You Matter! Know What to Expect and Know Your Rights
Ostomy and Continent Diversion Patient Bill of Rights
The Ostomy and Continent Diversion Patient Bill of Rights is a tool for patients to advocate for their own
care. It is meant to empower those who live with an ostomy (temporary or permanent) or a continent diversion. It identifies the needs and expectations for those needing this type of surgery and for the community of
people who are currently living with an ostomy or continent diversion. In order to achieve a desirable quality
of life, a person undergoing ostomy or continent diversion surgery must have access to high-quality care in
all healthcare settings. Counseling and Care in the patient bill of rights should be provided by a trained
medical professional such as a Certified WOC/Ostomy Nurse/Ostomy Management Specialist. The patient
shall be involved in all phases of the surgical experience except in emergency situations and shall: :
Receive preoperative counseling that must include:
Preoperative stoma site marked by a medical professional following Standards of Care (established by
the Wound, Ostomy and Continence Nurses Society, American Society of Colon & Rectal Surgeons and
American Urological Association position statement)
Explanation of surgical procedure and the rationale for surgery
Discussion of ostomy/continent diversion management
Impact of surgery on activities of daily living such as physical adaptation, clothing choices, exercise, possible changes in sexual activity and treatment, and dietary needs
The opportunity to talk with someone who has been through ostomy or continent diversion surgery
The opportunity to discuss the emotional impact of surgery
Counseling in a language and at a level of understanding that is comfortable for the patient
Receive during the operative phase:
A stoma that can be fit with a quality functioning pouching system
A stoma that is appropriately positioned for their unique body, needs and comfort (if medical condition
allows)
Receive postoperative nursing care specific to ostomy/continent diversion type and include the patient
as well as their designated advocate (if any). Preparation for discharge will include:
Individual instruction in care of ostomy including demonstration of emptying and changing pouch
Ways to troubleshoot difficulties with basic skin and stoma issues including blockage and hernias
Dietary and fluid guidelines given both verbally and in a written format such as UOAA’s Ostomy Nutrition Guide (download a copy from UOAA’s website: www.ostomy.org)
Information on the availability of a variety of supply and product choices
Information about the supply ordering process
Resources for obtaining supplies specific to patient circumstances (e.g., uninsured/underinsured)
Concierge services through ostomy manufacturers
Resources to organizations who support and advocate for patients living with an ostomy or Continent Diversion (UOAA and the WOCN Society)
Educational materials (such as UOAA’s New Ostomy Patient Guide, email: oa@ostomy.org for copy)
Receive during the lifetime of the ostomy or continent diversion the patient/designated advocate will
benefit from ongoing support and care to include:
Access to healthcare professionals with knowledge specific to the care of an ostomy or continent diversion in the outpatient setting
Recognition of the need for reevaluation of care with the changes caused by aging and change in medical
status If you believe your rights are not being met, speak up - be a force for change!
This Ostomy and Continent Diversion Patient Bill of Rights was written by
UOAA’s Advocacy Committee & approved by the Wound Ostomy Continence Nurses Society
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Advocates for a Positive Change www.ostomy.org 1-800.826.0826

Exercise Your Fitness Options With These Helpful Ostomy Tips
By: Wil Walker, MBA, BSN, RN, WOC Nurse Manager via OstomyConnection
Sponsored by Hollister

It can be daunting to think about exercising or engaging in your favorite sports after ostomy surgery, but you can do it! We’re here to coach you with these tips and advice.

When is it safe to start exercising after ostomy surgery?

Stoma surgery is a major event that should not be underestimated. The first few weeks or even
months following the operation may be difficult as you adjust gradually to having a stoma. The
easiest and most effective form of exercise can be walking. It’s best to check with your healthcare
provider to determine the right time for you to begin exercising, as every person can be different.

I’m nervous about doing sit-ups and crunches because I have heard that
I could develop a hernia. Are there precautions I can take to avoid this?
There may be a risk you will develop a hernia around your stoma that can be associated with
straining on heavy lifting and during strenuous abdominal activity. You can help prevent the development of a peristomal hernia by taking certain precautions. Keep your weight in check and
talk with your surgeon before resuming any abdominal exercises.

I love aerobics but I worry that all of that motion might cause pouch
leakage. What can I do to minimize this?

Similar to participating in other sporting activities, you can wear certain clothing that can help
ease your concerns. Use a support garment or a girdle to keep the pouch securely in place. Try different sporting outfits, such as running tights or Lycra® shorts to see what works best for you.

Should I drink anything special to stay hydrated while exercising now
that I have an ostomy?

To help hydrate your body, water is the best fluid as it is the most readily available. You can also
get special rehydrating solutions from most pharmacies.

How will I know that I am sufficiently hydrated?

One good sign of being well hydrated is passing clear or straw-colored urine throughout the day.
Dehydration is a major concern for overachievers, whether they have stomas or not. Drink plenty
of fluids at every opportunity to avoid problems with your stoma and with dehydration.

I am still very tired after my surgery. What kind of exercise can I do to
start out?

Begin by walking in your house. Special videos and DVDs, or even just some invigorating music
will help set the pace. You might practice going up and down stairs to increase stamina and endurance. But, if weather permits, walk outside in the fresh air to help boost your physical and
mental spirits!

Is there a special diet I should follow once I get active again?

Once you recover from surgery, your diet and state of nutrition should be getting back to normal.
How and what you eat is as much a part of our individuality and lifestyle as our appearance and
personality. Having a stoma should not restrict your individual preferences. It is important, however, to remember that chewing food thoroughly helps to avoid some possible digestive problems.
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I love swimming but I’m nervous that my pouch will become loose in the
water. Is there anything I can do to make sure this doesn’t happen?
This is a valid concern for a person with an ostomy. To determine how your pouch might perform
while swimming, it is recommended to “test” your pouch. Sit in bath water for a while and assure
yourself that the seal stays snug and leak-free.

My friends and I play rugby and I’d like to get back on the team, but I
don’t want to damage my pouch or stoma. What can I do to protect it?

Having a stoma will mean planning ahead, but you can continue to participate in contact sports.
You should take precautions to protect your stoma. For added security, some people use support
garments or girdles to keep the pouch securely in place. (Editor’s note: There are ads in UOAA’s
The Phoenix magazine for these stoma protection and pouch support products.)

I ran my first marathon after ostomy surgery and little red marks appeared on my stoma. What are these and should I be concerned?

With a lot of running, little red marks similar to mouth ulcers might appear on the stoma because of
rubbing or chafing. They should heal quickly and disappear with rest. If they don’t resolve, contact
your healthcare professional.

When I exercise I perspire a lot. Is there anything I can use to avoid chafing around my pouch?

If your pouch fits properly and is not too long, it should not touch or rub against the skin. Empty
your pouch before any strenuous activity as well to decrease the weight of your pouch. Consider using a pouch that has a comfort panel to avoid the pouch film from rubbing against your skin.

How can I get in touch with someone with an ostomy that rides horses? I
want to get back in the saddle!
If you would like to talk to someone about a particular sport, such as horseback riding, contact
the United Ostomy Associations of America at 1-800-826-0826. They may be able to put you in
touch with someone who currently enjoys the same sports you do and with someone who can give
you some practical advice.
Nothing contained herein should be considered medical advice. Medical advice can only be provided by an individual’s personal doctor or medical professional.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Urine pH Balance

via: The New Outlook, The Ostomy Association of Greater Chicago
Urostomates should check the pH of their urine about once a week to be sure the urine is acidic,
with a pH of less than 6.0.
Foods that effect pH balance:
Acid:
Most Meats/Fish/Poultry, Breads, Cereals, Cheese, Crackers, Eggs, Pasta, Rice, Plums,
Prunes, Cranberries
Alkaline:
Milk, Bananas, Beans, Beets, Greens, Spinach, Most Fruits (incl. Citrus) Most Veg. Neutral
Butter, Coffee, Tea, Cream, Honey, Salad Oils, Syrups, Tapioca
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I’ve Never Changed My Ostomy Bag In A Public Restroom,
Until Now!
By: A blog by Wendy Lee via OstomyConnection
This post originally appeared March 24, 2015 on mybagladylife.blogspot.com

Wendy Lee had ileostomy surgery in July, 2010 due to Crohn’s disease. She is a writer, ex-comic and
copy-editor living in the United Kingdom.
The truth is, the longer I live with an ostomy, the less I notice it, think about it, remember how very
different it is to be pooing from a bit of intestine that hangs from my belly. The hole most people’s
butts have. I apologize for over using the word ‘butt’, not for the frequency, but for the Americanism.
As a Brit I should be ashamed, but I’m long past shame and discomfiture (there’s a British word for
you). At least, I thought I was.
I’ve taken a while to write this down, for reasons that will become obvious. I used to post hugely intimate blogs once a week, but having got out of that habit, I find myself suffering from the aforementioned discomfiture at the mere thought. But here goes:
Just before Christmas, I was taken to the theatre by a very lovely person. I know this person from
Twitter and though I absolutely consider her to be a friend, we haven’t actually met more than a handful of times due to our living many miles apart. On this day, she had to be in London, she offered to
take me to the theatre, and in the spirit of fairness, I forced her to let me take her for lunch first. The
lunch gave us a chance to catch up and when she pointed out that I rarely wrote my blog these days, I
said that I didn’t really have anything new to say about living with a bag. That I felt I’d said it all, and
that it was there to hopefully be accessed by anyone who needed it. That I was lucky that I’d never had
a leak anywhere that was difficult, and that I’d just had a scary five minutes on the tube when it got
stuck in a tunnel and I’d feared my worst nightmare was about to come true. We laughed. We finished
lunch. We went next door to the theatre.
Usually, my food goes through me and out into my bag very fast.
I had plenty of time to empty it before the play began, and that was my plan. My body’s plan, as it
turned out, was quite different, and my bag remained stubbornly empty right up to and beyond the
curtain rising. All the way through the first half, I was vaguely conscious of my bag, noticing when it
finally started filling, not worrying too much as I was watching and enjoying the play. And being out
with a friend. And appearing normal.
At the interval, my friend went to the bar as I moved unusually fast in order to be the first to the ladies’. In a tiny cubicle, I checked my bag and saw that it was creeping towards leaking. A small amount
of output – which is the euphemistic term we ostomates use for poo. Ostomates is the euphemistic
term we use for people who poo into bags – was forming a line at the edge of the flange which surrounds the bag itself. In time, this would be followed by more output. More poo. Which would eventually build up into an uncontainable amount and lo, I would be at leak point. Fortunately, I had a fixup; a strip of latexy stuff that I could put around it and thus increase the area of the flange, which
would hopefully hold until the play ended and I left the theatre and got onto and off of the tube.
But wait, I thought to myself. I’ve never changed a bag in a public place.
I should do that now. I’ve had my bag for more than four years, I’m a veritable veteran; this should be
a piece of cake. But not here, not in this tiny cubicle with no sink and barely room for my legs, while an
ocean of ladies wanting to pee huff and tut outside the door. So I left that loo, washed my hands, and
found someone who worked at the theatre to tell me where the disabled loo was.
‘We don’t have a disabled toilet.’ He smiled. And that should have been it. I should have left it there
and maybe done some digging later about the legality of a huge theatre with no disabled toilet. But I
had made a decision. And I am an idiot.
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‘I need space,’ I said. ‘a good sized cubicle with a sink in it.’
‘We have an access toilet,’ he said. ‘Two floors down (we were in the circle), but it doesn’t have a sink.’
The interval was coming to an end, but I was on a mission now. I legged it down to the ‘access toilet’,
which was indeed large, and ripped off my bag before realising that my kit – my emergency kit of spare
bags and minimal accessories – had been packed four years earlier and not so much as looked at since. I
didn’t have any of the accessories I now use – no powder, no moldable ring to ensure a proper seal
around the base of my stoma, not even the kind of bags I now use – but I was standing there, bagless,
my stoma unfettered, and I had no choice. Ancient bag duly stuck on, I headed back into the theatre,
feeling not entirely secure. My friend was already seated, complete with drinks for both of us, and I tried
not to feel too embarrassed about disturbing the rest of the row two minutes into the second half. A
quick whispered assurance that I was ok probably didn’t bother anyone, and we settled down to find out
whether Prince William was going to try to usurp his father.
I spent the second half a little less engrossed than the first, which is by no means a review of what we
were watching, but rather a sign of my complete neurosis. Like an old perv in a XXX cinema, I sat with
my hands up my own dress, groping around both sides of the bag, hoping like hell I would feel nothing.
And for a while I didn’t. I was fine. I’d got away with it. Only I hadn’t, of course.
Five minutes before the end of the play, I felt a gushing from either side of the bag.
As I stood up, my friend asked if she could do anything – she’s a doctor; if anything had needed doing,
there would be no better person to do it, but this was down to me. I annoyed everybody in our row one
more time, apologizing, holding my dress away from my body to avoid it getting wet and all but running
as I pushed past the female theatre usher who sat cross legged on the floor by the door.
I raced back down to the larger loo, noticing, this time, that I was passing a huge landing lavished with
two sumptuous sofas – hello, big West End Theatre, you have no disabled toilet; maybe one less sofa?
Having the presence of mind, on this second occasion, to grab a handful of paper towels as I headed for
the cubicle, the first thing I did once in there was rip off most of my clothes in an attempt to keep them
from getting icky (a euphemism for ‘covered in poo’). It was horrible. Mortifying. I stood there, shaking,
hanging over the loo while my stoma spewed for what felt like days, but was really less than a minute. I’d
brought a small, stylish handbag with me that day, rather than the big sack-like thing I usually carry. A
sack-like thing that has clean clothes, dry wipes and a spray can of water in it. I took off everything that
had got pooey, wrapped it in a plastic bag and threw it away. I put another bag on, and ran out to the
sink to clean up, wearing just my tights and a bra, hoping like hell nobody would come in and find me
there. Back in the cubicle, I toyed with ringing Husband, but knew that speaking to anyone at that point
would just make me cry, so I put all the stain free clothes back on and took a deep breath. I shook for a
while longer, then gathered up my things and found I’d missed the end of the play. People were leaving.
And then, like an unexpected check the day before your tax is due, there stood my friend, holding my
coat and scarf, smiling. We were on the landing with the huge sofas, and we sat on one of them. (They
don’t need two; they really don’t.)
When I’d sat at lunch saying how I’d never had a leak in an inappropriate place, I might
as well have stuck a fork in my bag there and then.
My friend had a different view on it. I couldn’t have been with a better person during that experience –
perhaps because she’s a doctor, but probably just because she’s her – her combination of compassion
and lack of hysteria was exactly what was required. She pointed out that my worst nightmare had just
happened and here I was, looking fine, complete with fresh bag, and it was ok. I was ok. Nobody was
pointing and laughing. Nobody but the two of us knew what had happened.
She was right, of course, I knew that even at the time. It’s taken me a while to actually get there is all.
Incidentally, I have Googled like an obsessive, but I can’t find any answer to the legality of having – or
not having – a disabled toilet in a major West End theatre.
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Stoma Bumps—What are they? What to Do?
By Liz O’Connor, CWOCN

WOC nurses are often asked about small bumps or ulcers which appear on a formerly smooth stoma.
They may be on the surface or around the edge where the stoma meets the skin. They may occur in a
single area or around the whole circumference. Most of the time, these are granulomas, which are of a
benign nature.
Granulation tissue is a normal defense reaction of the body to injury. Those at the edge may be due to a
reaction to the suture being sewn through the stoma to the skin. It may also be caused by a too rigid or a
too tight skin barrier rubbing against the stoma. A hard skin barrier must never touch the stoma. Those
on the top or side of the stoma may be caused by an allergic reaction to the plastic or other material
which makes up the barrier. This may be true even after using the same equipment for a long time. They
may also be caused from stomal drainage constantly pointing to one area of the stoma. This may occur
when the stoma opening points down.
What should you do? Most of the time, these things are nothing to worry about. Do not second-guess or
self-diagnose yourself. See your ostomy nurse, and if necessary, your doctor. Occasionally, these bumps
may be a manifestation of another condition, like the recurrence of Crohn’s disease. Often, they can be
treated with silver nitrate sticks, which are available by prescription. Occasionally, the bumps need to be
biopsied, to eliminate the possibility of other conditions. In most cases a change in the manner of applying the skin barrier will resolve the issue.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Gallstones Symptoms and Treatments

Northwest Community Healthcare via The New Outlook of Greater Chicago
Gallstones form when liquid (bile) stores in the gallbladder hardens into pieces of stone-like material.
According to the American Gastroenterological Association, gallstone disease affects 10 to 15 percent of
the population of the United States. Most are unaware of it though, because they have what are called
“silent” gallstones, which produce no symptoms. Some people though have symptomatic gallstones,
which can cause pain, hospitalization and even be life threatening. People over the age of 60 are at risk,
and women are twice as likely to have gallstones when between the ages of 20 – 60. Speak with your
doctor to review your symptoms, which may include:
Intolerance of fatty foods
Belching and gas
Indigestion
Bloating
Diarrhea
Pain between shoulder blades
Stools light or chalky colored
Feeling of fullness or food not digesting
Nausea/Vomiting
Pain or tenderness under the rib cage on
the right side
Indigestion after eating, especially fatty
or greasy foods
The most common treatment for gallstones is cholecystectomy surgery to remove the gallbladder. Standard surgery, involving an incision through the abdomen, may be used. A less invasive procedure called
laparoscopic (so called “belly button” or minimally invasive surgery) cholecystectomy is more common.
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Virtua Hospital Ostomy Outpatient Clinics
Jane N. Johnson, CWOCN, MSN, APRN, ANP-C and Kathy K. Judge ACNS-BC, NPC, NEA-BC, CWON-AP, have advised that Virtua has two ostomy outpatient clinics,
one in Virtua Memorial Hospital, 175 Madison Avenue, Mt. Holly headed up by
Jane, and one in the Virtua Health and Wellness Center, 200 Bowman Drive, Suite
E Voorhees headed up by Kathy and these medical professionals are available to
help patients that have problems with their ostomy appliances or other related
medical issues. At the surgeons request they can also stoma site pre-op patients.
Appointment to see either Jane or Kathy can be obtained by calling 856-247-7260
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
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Cheesecake for Dessert … and throughout, Unlimited
Coffee, Hot Tea, Unsweetened Ice Tea, Lemonade &
Soda
and Your Choice of the Following Entrees:

GRILLED FILLET OF SALMON with Mashed
Potatoes and String Beans
CHICKEN FRANCESE with Linguine
VEAL PARMIGIANA with Linguine
................................ cut and send reservations by June
9th ................................
Name/s:
___________________________________________
_____________________________________________
Your Name
Companion’s Name

~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ TO BECOME A MEMBER OF THE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
OSTOMY ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
Membership in the Ostomy Association of Southern New Jersey is open to all persons interested in ostomy rehabilitation. Membership dues are only $10.00 per year.
PLEASE PRINT THIS INFORMATION:
NAME: ________________________________________________ PHONE: ____-_____-_______
ADDRESS: ________________________________________ EMAIL: ________________________
CITY: _________________________________ STATE: _______ ZIPCODE: ____________________
To help us complete our records, please answer the following:
Please check if you have/are:
____ Colostomy
____ Continent Ileostomy
____ Ileostomy
____ Continent Urostomy
____ Urostomy
____ Ileo-anal Pull Thru

____ Other: ___________________________
____ Spouse/partner/family member
____ Friend

Date(s) of Ostomy Surgery: ________________________________ Date of Birth: ____________
Make check payable to “OASNJ” and mail to:
Ken Aukett, P.O. Box 318, Collingswood, NJ 08108
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